
In 2023 we are looking at expanding performance opportunities to include more dancers with
less commitment. 

So how does it work?
You may notice, on our 2023 timetable there are a few 15min sessions tacked onto the end of
your dancers class. Students enrolled into the particular class have the choice of staying for
the 15mins to learn a performance team routine.
The plan is to re-build our performance teams, to spark more interest from dancers who do
not normally participate & grow the teams for our  students who have always had the love for
the stage. 

What is the commitment?
We are looking to enter 3 competitions in the 2023 season. These particular Eisteddfods run
over a weekend only (not a whole week like some of the bigger competitions) meaning, you
are only committed to 3 days over the entire competition season. 
Eisteddfods will take place in Yarram, Bairnsdale & Leongatha. 
Dancers must commit to performing in all 3 eisteddfods.

Students must be enrolled into the class attached to the PT lesson to be able to be a part of
that style. Dancers will learn 1 dance in the style of the class, where they can learn the
technique required for the routine. This will allow the dancers to not only pick and choose their
styles but will help build their confidence for the performance. 

And the cost?
Apart from the cost of the lesson, there is a once off $50.00 payment to cover costume
expenses. This will be invoiced in Term 1 as part of your regular fees. 
Dancers must agree to purchasing the correct shoes, tights & underwear to wear as well as
follow hair & make up guidelines. 

That all sounds great, but how does this benefit my dancer?
Dance is a fabulous way to move your body. It has a unique way of harnessing diverse
strengths & fosters creativity and learning. Dancers create friendships, outside of their school
circle, that last a lifetime. Nothing builds trust & solidifies bonds the way a team sport does. Not
to mention, they have a ball doing so.

Performance Teams will be offered to dancers of Intermediate level & up in 2023. 
If the new plan is a success, we will be able to include younger groups in the near future. 

If you have ANY questions, please come and speak to Miss Tia directly and she would be more
than happy to chat to you about all the benefits of your dancer participating. 
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With the new year, comes a new plan for our soloists performers. 
The decision has been made, in order for a dancer to learn a particular style routine, they
must be enrolled into the corresponding technique class. 
For example, for a Jazz solo, the dancer must be enrolled into a jazz class. This is the same for
all styles of dance, Tap, Classical, Contemporary, Hip Hop and more. 

WHY? Solo time slots are allocated to dancers to learn & perfect one or more routines in their
designated time. Dancer's are not breaking down & learning the technique / skill behind the
routine which is required to perform the style; this is what's taught in classes.

For other styles, dancers must participate in the following:
Character - Classical
National - Classical 
Song & Dance - Jazz, Classical or Tap depending on the style selected for this routine. 
Lyrical - Classical or Contemporary 

PRICING
Private lessons are charged at $55.00 per hour for a Senior Teacher, 
or $35.00 per hour for a Junior Teacher. 
Senior & Junior Staff members will be announced closer to enrolment time. 

Dancers can pick one or more teachers for their lessons which can run for 15min, 20min or
30mins depending on the dancers age, ability & number of routines to learn & rehearse. 

If you are unsure which teacher to select for your dancer and their preferred style, please see
our staff profiles on the website or come and have a chat to one of us.

CHAMPIONSHIPS: For a dancer to learn & perform a championship dance in any style they
have to have placed 1st, 2nd or 3rd (HM in some circumstances) in their open section at a
recent eisteddfod to qualify. 
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